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A complex function, p, defined on an additive group G is said to be positive 
definite if for any choice of group elements x1 ,..., x,, and complex numbers 
011 ,*.-, 01, we have Cy=, x,“=, y(xj - x3 LY~CII~ > 0. A well-known representation .- 
theorem on continuous positive definite functions and some ideas from Tauberian 
theory [3, Chap. 91 are used to prove the following result. 
THEOREM. Let G be a locally compact abelian group with character group G*. 
Let v be a continuous complex function with ~(0) = 1 and suppose q~ satisfies: 
dx - Y) = 44 al(r) + -** + 44 an(r) (1) 
for all x, y E G, where the a, are continuous complex functions on G. Then there 
exist characters x1 ,..., xrn E G* and positive numbers A, ,..., Am with Cy Ai = 1 
such that 
&> = 5 4xiw for all x E G. 
1 
Recall that the character group G* of G consists of all continuous homo- 
morphisms of G into the unit circle and that there exists an invariant Haar 
measure, dx, on G which allows many of the classical results of Fourier analysis 
to be extended to this more abstract setting. The notion of a Fourier transform 
generalizes as follows. If f ELl(G), then f^: G* + C defined by the formula, 
3(x) = bf (4 x(4 d x is called the Fourier transform off. 
Throughout this paper, we let v and aj be those functions appearing in (1). 
The positive definiteness of q~ allows us to make use of the general Bochner 
theorem [2, p. 4011, which states that v is representable as T(X) = sG* X(X) dp(x) 
for some probability measure p on the Bore1 subsets of G*. It is also known 
[2, p. 3971 that v satisfies the following: For any f ELI(G) we have 
Sf dx - Y) f(x) f (y) dx dr a 0. G G 
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We now set 
J = !fW3 jG jG dx - ~)fWf(y)dx 4~ = 01 
and prove some preliminary results. 
LEMMA 1. Let U = {x1 ,,.., xn} be any jnite collection of characters. Suppose 
x0 is another character of G but x0 $ U. Then there exists un integrable function 
f ELl(G) such thatf(xj) = 0 forj = I,..., n andf^((xJ + 0. 
Proof. It is shown in [I, p. 1431 that any finite collection of characters forms 
a linearly independent subset of Lm(G). So if x0 $ U, then x0 cannot belong 
to [U], the subspace spanned by U. But then the Hahn-Banach theorem furnishes 
an f E L’(G) such that for any g E [U] we have Jef(x) g(x) dx = 0 but 
SC f (x) x0(x) dx # 0, which proves the lemma. 
Returning to (l), we see that 1 = ~(0) = ~(x - x) = 1 al( + ... + 
i an( so that aj EL”(G) forj = I,..., n. Let S be the m-dimensional subspace 
spanned by a, ,..., a,, and set T = G* n S. By Lemma 1, the number of 
elements in T is <m. 
LEMMA 2. T = {x E G*: f(x) = 0 for all f E A]. 
Proof. If x E T, then x may be expressed as a linear combination of the a,. 
But if f 6 A!, then 0 = jG so ~(x - y) f (x) f (y) dx dy = x; / so f (x) ai dx I2 
so that JGf(x)aj(x)dx = 0 forj = I,..., n and thus{(x) = 0. 
If x q! T, the Hahn-Banach theorem guarantees an f E L1(G) such that 
SC q(x) f (x) dx = 0 for j = I,..., 
j(x) z 0. 
n but SC X(x)f(x) dx f 0. Thus f E A’, but 
Let us turn now to the proof of the theorem. 
Since v is a continuous positive definite function, there exists a probability 
measure ,J on G* such that 
d-4 = jGm x(x) 44x) for all x E G. 
We want to show p(T) = 1. Let fE &. Then 
0 = jG jG dx - y) f&4 f (A dx 4 . * 
=IJ J 
- ___ 
x(x) X(Y) f (x) f(y) 44x) dx 4~ 
G G G’ 
= jr 1 j, f (x) x(x) dx I2 44x) + jG*_T 1 jG f(x) x(x) dx 1’ 44x) 
(2) 
= jr I f^(x)12 dcc(x) + jGBeT I i(x &L(x). 
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If G is a finite group, the theorem is obvious, so assume that G is an infinite group. 
By Lemma 2,p(x) = 0 if x E T and thus the arbitrariness off yields p(G*- T)=O. 
Thus p(T) = 1 and so T is a nonempty set with I < m elements. By reversing 
the argument in (2), we see that A = (f~E(G):i(x) = 0 for all x E T}. 
So if 1 < m, we could find an f EL’(G) such that for some a, , so uf(x) f (x) dx # 0, 
but f(x) = 0 for all x E T, however, this is a contradiction. Thus the number 
of elements in T is precisely the dimension of S. Finally, we show if x0 E T, 
then ~{xa} > 0. Otherwise, by Lemma 1, there is an f EL’(G) such thatj&,) # 0 
and j’(x) = 0 for all x E Wxd But then JT I i’(x)1 44x) = 0 = SW--T I .f(x)l 
dp(x), which puts f in A, which again is impossible. So T has m elements 
x1 ,..., xm and /&j) > 0 and 
P)(X) =S, X(X) 44x) = 5 hXf(X) for all x E G. 
1 
Since ~(0) = 1 = xi(O), it follows that Cy A, = 1 and this completes the proof 
of the theorem. 
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